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One Way Street - Trevor Wood 2020-10-29
The second gritty Newcastle-set thriller in this unforgettable series about a homeless veteran turned local
sleuth and vigilante. Follow up to the highly acclaimed The Man on the Street. 'FRESH, ORIGINAL,
AUTHENTIC AND GRITTY' - LEE CHILD 'CHARACTERS ARE EXCELLENT. RIVETING ... HIGHLY
RECOMMENDED - PATRICIA GIBNEY 'A TRIUMPHANT SEQUEL ... THE TENSION BUILDS TOWARDS ITS
GRIPPING CONCLUSION' - HARRIET TYCE A series of bizarre drug-related deaths among runaway
teenagers has set the North East's homeless community on edge. The word on the street is that a rogue
batch of Spice - the zombie drug sweeping the inner cities - is to blame, but when one of Jimmy's few close
friends is caught up in the carnage, loyalty compels him to find out what's really going on. One Way Street
sees the welcome return of Jimmy Mullen, the homeless, PTSD-suffering, veteran as he attempts to rebuild
his life following the events in The Man on the Street. As his probation officer constantly reminds him: all
he needs to do is keep out of trouble. Sadly for him, trouble seems to have a habit of tracking Jimmy down.
The Runaway Orphans - Pam Weaver 2022-06-09
‘Spellbinding. Once you start reading you don’t want to put it down. It is emotional and your heart will go
out to these children... I loved it. I couldn’t put it down’ NetGalley review ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ The USA Today Bestseller
Two sisters. One secret. A daring wartime journey...
Everybody's Magazine - 1908
Swedish Marxist Noir - Per Hellgren 2018-12-14
Marxist theories have had a profound influence on crime fiction, beginning with the works of the American
writers of the 1930s. This study explores the development of a Swedish Marxist noir subgenre after the
1990s through a Marxist reading of central works, from the Marlowe novels of Raymond Chandler to the
1960s social crime fiction of Sjowall-Wahloo to modern bestselling authors such as Henning Mankell, Stieg
Larsson, Roslund & Hellstrom, Jens Lapidus, Arne Dahl and others. The works of these writers show a
common thread of Marxist worldview in their portrayal of a modern world gone wrong.
Blood of Requiem (Epic Fantasy, Dragons, Free Fantasy Novel) - Daniel Arenson 2011-05-01
Free epic fantasy novel! Song of Dragons -- a fantasy trilogy of blood, steel, and dragonfire. For fans of epic
fantasy like A Game of Thrones and The Lord of the Rings. BOOK ONE: BLOOD OF REQUIEM Long ago
stood the kingdom of Requiem, a land of men who could grow wings and scales, breathe fire, and take flight
as dragons. Requiem ruled the sky. But Dies Irae, a tyrant leading an army of griffins, hunted Requiem's
people, burned their forests, and shattered their temples. Requiem fell. This ancient land now lies in ruin,
its halls crumbled, its cries silenced, its skeletons littering the burned earth. In the wilderness, a scattering
of survivors lives in hiding. The griffins still hunt them, and every day promises death. Will Requiem's last
children perish in exile... or once more become dragons and fly to war? Blood of Requiem -- a free epic
fantasy novel for fans of dragons, A Game of Thrones, and swords and sorcery. ____________ THE REQUIEM
SERIES: Requiem: Dawn of Dragons Book 1: Requiem's Song Book 2: Requiem's Hope Book 3: Requiem's
Prayer Requiem: Song of Dragons Book 1: Blood of Requiem Book 2: Tears of Requiem Book 3: Light of
Requiem Requiem: Dragonlore Book 1: A Dawn of Dragonfire Book 2: A Day of Dragon Blood Book 3: A
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Night of Dragon Wings Requiem: The Dragon War Book 1: A Legacy of Light Book 2: A Birthright of Blood
Book 3: A Memory of Fire Requiem: Requiem for Dragons Book 1: Dragons Lost Book 2: Dragons Reborn
Book 3: Dragons Rising Requiem: Flame of Requiem Book 1: Forged in Dragonfire Book 2: Crown of
Dragonfire Book 3: Pillars of Dragonfire Requiem: Dragonfire Rain Book 1: Blood of Dragons Book 2: Rage
of Dragons Book 3: Flight of Dragons
Ash Park Boxed Set: Five Gritty Hardboiled Crime Thrillers - Meghan O'Flynn 2022-11-16
Addictive, fearless, and immersive, the Ash Park hardboiled crime series by bestselling author Meghan
O’Flynn is perfect for fans of Carolyn Kepnes, Gillian Flynn, and Criminal Minds. Do you love gritty crime
thrillers that keep you guessing until the end? Get the Ash Park series, where nothing is ever as it seems.
This 5 BOOK BOXED SET includes five thrillers in bestselling author Meghan O’Flynn’s Ash Park series —
over 1,800 compulsively readable pages. “Dark, gritty and raw, O’Flynn’s Ash Park series will take your
mind prisoner. This series will keep you awake far into the morning hours.” ~Bestselling Author Kristen
Mae “Cunning, delightfully disturbing, and addictive, the Ash Park series is an expertly written labyrinth of
twisted, unpredictable awesomeness!” ~Award-winning Author Beth Teliho FAMISHED Hannah hoped the
suburbs would offer shelter from the darkness she left behind. When a bloodthirsty killer strikes close to
home, the police chase an anonymous perp — but only Hannah knows the truth: Her past has caught up
with her. CONVICTION District attorney Shannon Taylor learns she may have helped convict an innocent
woman of murder — and her career nightmare turns personal when the real killer targets her family… Will
her persistence free an innocent woman? Or will her pursuit of the truth turn her family into helpless
targets in a madman’s game? REPRESSED When detective Curtis Morrison’s wife and daughter vanish,
Curtis realizes the kidnapper is tied to his own unsavory, half-forgotten past. Now Morrison must explore a
past he'd hoped he'd left behind to save the people he loves, awakening the beast he's tried so hard to
forget. What he uncovers is far worse than he imagined, every clue dragging him away from the life he's
painstakingly built and back to a place he'd very nearly succumbed. The clock's ticking. And this time, he
might not make it out alive. HIDDEN After an elderly woman is murdered, detective Edward Petrosky must
piece together the baffling clues — but the discovery of a new victim points toward the return of a ruthless
killer from his past. Detective Petrosky must risk everything he holds sacred to track the most sadistic killer
Ash Park has ever seen, a man whose thirst for carnage extends far beyond mere bloodletting. But saving
innocent lives will require an unbearable sacrifice. One from which he may never recover. REDEMPTION
For five long years, Detective Petrosky has been haunted with guilt over losing a woman he swore to
protect to the clutches of a serial killer. But with his own daughter’s murderer still out there, tracking down
the sadistic culprit could finally bring redemption. And when Petrosky goes, he’s taking that bastard with
him. **** KEYWORDS: crime thriller boxed set, hard boiled detective boxed set, hardboard box set,
detective series, serial killer series, vigilante justice, dark crime, serial killer, kidnapping, revenge,
vengeance, hardboiled, mystery suspense thriller series, hard-boiled mysteries, female protagonist, pulp,
murder, female lawyer protagonist, noir, noir thriller, crime noir, hard-boiled mystery, police procedural,
mystery series, crime, noir, gritty detective novels, dark and suspenseful, psychological thrillers, serial
killers, crime thrillers, crime fiction, hard boiled detective, hardboiled detective fiction, hard boiled noir,
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hard boiled crime, gritty mysteries, mystery series books, psychological thrillers, psychological suspense,
psychological thriller books, noir, pulp, nail biter mysteries, wise cracking detective, detective partners,
crime fiction, urban murder mystery, serial killer thriller, female protagonist, whodunit, whodunnit, nailbiter, intense mystery, suspense fiction, psychological domestic suspense, family drama, police stories
Forty Words for Sorrow - Giles Blunt 2010-04-30
A shake of the dark head, a shudder in the shoulders. Another tiny splash on the linoleum floor. Husband
murdered, and now her daughter too. The Inuit, it is said, have forty different words for snow. Never mind
about snow, Cardinal mused, what people really need is forty words for sorrow. Grief. Heartbreak.
Desolation. There were not enough, not for this childless mother in her empty house. [Forty Words for
Sorrow, page 42] The mutilated body of a young girl has been discovered in an abandoned mine shaft on
the desolate Lake Nipissing island of Windigo. Missing since September, Katie Pine has finally been found,
encased in a block of ice as if preserved in amber. The intense police investigation when she first
disappeared had gone nowhere, and Detective John Cardinal went from solving murders to investigating
burglaries and petty crimes. But now all bets are off. Cardinal is back on the case; this time with a new
partner. Lise Delorme, a sexy and passionate former internal investigator, makes Cardinal uneasy. With a
guilty conscience to fuel his suspicion, Cardinal wonders if Delorme isn’t there to investigate him. And his
suspicions are well founded. Delmore has made a deal with the devil: in order to leave SIU for good, she
must gain Cardinal’s trust and then betray it. There are allegations of corruption on the force, and
Cardinal’s “extracurricular” activities during a counterfeiting investigation are being called into question.
Delorme is convinced that Cardinal is innocent of any wrongdoing and even when her investigation calls his
integrity into question, she is reluctant to believe it. When Cardinal makes the gruesome discovery of the
bodies of two more missing teenagers, he doesn’t spend time worrying about his suspicions concerning
Delorme. His focus is on a more sinister concern–a serial killer hiding somewhere in this quiet northern
town. That concern becomes laced with urgency when Karen Steen, a young woman from Guelph, arrives to
speak to Cardinal about her missing boyfriend, Keith London. Cardinal begins to believe that Keith is the
fourth young person to disappear in Algonquin Bay. But unlike the other victims, he believes that Keith may
still be alive. The question now becomes, what is the connection between the three dead and one missing
teenager? Can Cardinal and Delorme find Keith London before it’s too late?
In Want of a Wife - Jo Goodman 2014-05-06
"Dazzling" --Publishers Weekly (starred review) When his mail-order bride arrives from New York, a
Wyoming rancher gets more than he bargained for in this first-rate romance from the bestselling Jo
Goodman. For fans of Linda Lael Miller and Catherine Anderson. SHE HAS NOWHERE LEFT TO TURN
Jane Middlebourne needs a way out. In 1891, life in New York is unforgiving for a young woman with no
prospects, especially when her family wants nothing to do with her. So when Jane discovers an ad for a
mail-order bride needed in Bitter Springs, Wyoming, she responds with a hopeful heart. HE HAS
EVERYTHING TO LOSE Rancher Morgan Longstreet is in want of a wife who will be his partner at Morning
Star, someone who will work beside him and stand by him. His first impression of the fair and fragile Jane is
that she is not that woman. But when she sets out to prove him wrong, the secrets he cannot share put into
jeopardy every happiness they hope to find….
Runaway Hearts - J.L. Jarvis 2011-12-21
Forced apart, two lovers must battle a world fueled by money and power. Emma Madding walks up to the
door of a remote waterfront cliff house in upstate New York, and into the life of recluse Benjamin Stark. A
typewriter girl, she is hired to transcribe his weathered journal and the memories his scarred hand can no
longer write down. Stark is a rugged adventurer now back from the Klondike Gold Rush, where he found
gold and tragedy, too. With the public hungry for gold rush stories and guidebooks, he agrees to chronicle
his adventures. But for Emma and Benjamin, working together draws emotions that neither can allow.
Benjamin tries not to love Emma, for the truth of his past will drive her away. Emma longs for love, but she
has her own secret. Love conquers, but cannot protect. Forced apart, the two lovers must battle a world
fueled by money and power. Originally published as The Typewriter Girl
The Perfect Police State - Geoffrey Cain 2021-06-29
A riveting investigation into how a restive region of China became the site of a nightmare Orwellian social
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experiment—the definitive police state—and the global technology giants that made it possible Blocked
from facts and truth, under constant surveillance, surrounded by a hostile alien police force: Xinjiang’s
Uyghur population has become cursed, oppressed, outcast. Most citizens cannot discern between enemy
and friend. Social trust has been destroyed systematically. Friends betray each other, bosses snitch on
employees, teachers expose their students, and children turn on their parents. Everyone is dependent on a
government that nonetheless treats them with suspicion and contempt. Welcome to the Perfect Police
State. Using the haunting story of one young woman’s attempt to escape the vicious technological dystopia,
his own reporting from Xinjiang, and extensive firsthand testimony from exiles, Geoffrey Cain reveals the
extraordinary intrusiveness and power of the tech surveillance giants and the chilling implications for all
our futures.
The Phrenological Journal and Life Illustrated - 1882
The Ladies' Home Journal - 1895
The Last Runaway - Tracy Chevalier 2013-01-08
New York Times bestselling author of Girl With a Pearl Earring and At the Edge of the Orchard Tracy
Chevalier makes her first fictional foray into the American past in The Last Runaway, bringing to life the
Underground Railroad and illuminating the principles, passions and realities that fueled this extraordinary
freedom movement. Honor Bright, a modest English Quaker, moves to Ohio in 1850--only to find herself
alienated and alone in a strange land. Sick from the moment she leaves England, and fleeing personal
disappointment, she is forced by family tragedy to rely on strangers in a harsh, unfamiliar landscape.
Nineteenth-century America is practical, precarious, and unsentimental, and scarred by the continuing
injustice of slavery. In her new home Honor discovers that principles count for little, even within a religious
community meant to be committed to human equality. However, Honor is drawn into the clandestine
activities of the Underground Railroad, a network helping runaway slaves escape to freedom, where she
befriends two surprising women who embody the remarkable power of defiance. Eventually she must
decide if she too can act on what she believes in, whatever the personal costs.
The Runaway Family - Diney Costeloe 2015-07-29
THE RUNAWAY FAMILY was previously published as EVIL ON THE WIND. From bestselling author Diney
Costeloe, a gritty drama about a mother's struggle to protect her family and escape Nazi persecution in
World War Two Germany. Germany 1937: Fear and betrayal stalk the streets. People disappear.
Persecution of the Jews has become a national pastime. When Ruth Friedman's husband is arrested by the
SS, she is left to fend for herself and her four children. She alone stands as their shield against the Nazis.
But where can she go? Where will her family be safe? Ruth must overcome the indifference, hatred and
cruelty that surrounds her as she and her family race to escape the advancing Nazi army's final solution.
What readers are saying about THE RUNAWAY FAMILY: 'A powerful and moving account of the dark era of
Germany's history ... A story which needed to be told and should be read by people of all ages' 'I personally
loved this book ... A harrowing insight into the lives of a young Jewish family at the beginning of Hitler's
reign of terror ... A sound reminder of man's inhumanity to man!' 'My university studies had to go on hold
for a while because I couldn't put it down!' 'Another great story by Diney Costeloe'
Liberty Or Death - Kate Flora 2003-01-04
Minutes before her wedding, Thea Kozak learns that her fiance Andre Lemieux has been taken captive by
unknown assailants, and in the onslaught of conspiracy theories she finds it difficult to stay out of the
investigation.
Hetty's Secret War - Rosie Clarke 2019-03-19
In 1939, with the world on the brink of war, one women faces a future more uncertain than she had ever
imagined... Perfect for fans of Katie Flynn and Cathy Sharp. Georgie - when the man she has always loved is
sent to France on a secret war office mission every knock of the door fills her with dread of it being the
feared telegram boy... Beth - orphaned as a child, Beth is coming of age and determined to do her bit for
the war effort. Caught up in a whirlwind romance, she marries only to become a war widow... and one
expecting a baby who will never know his brave father. Can she find happiness again? Hetty - desperately
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trying to make her way back from Paris to her beloved family in England, a fateful and tragic encounter
brings Hetty to Chateau de Faubourg where she joins the resistance and risks both her heart and her life
fighting for charismatic resistance leader Stefan Lefarge... However dark the times, courage, determination
and the power of friendship can overcome the hardships of war.
Runaway Wives, Urban Crimes, and Survival Tactics in Wartime Beijing, 1937-1949 - Ma Zhao 2020-05-11
From 1937 to 1949, Beijing was in a state of crisis. The combined forces of Japanese occupation, civil war,
runaway inflation, and reformist campaigns and revolutionary efforts wreaked havoc on the city’s economy,
upset the political order, and threatened the social and moral fabric as well. Women, especially lower-class
women living in Beijing’s tenement neighborhoods, were among those most affected by these upheavals.
Delving into testimonies from criminal case files, Zhao Ma explores intimate accounts of lower-class
women’s struggles with poverty, deprivation, and marital strife. By uncovering the set of everyday tactics
that women devised and utilized in their personal efforts to cope with predatory policies and crushing
poverty, this book reveals an urban underworld that was built on an informal economy and conducted
primarily through neighborhood networks. Where necessary, women relied on customary practices,
hierarchical patterns of household authority, illegitimate relationships, and criminal entrepreneurship to
get by. Women’s survival tactics, embedded in and reproduced by their everyday experience, opened
possibilities for them to modify the male-dominated city and, more importantly, allowed women to subtly
deflect, subvert, and “escape without leaving” powerful forces such as the surveillance state, reformist
discourse, and revolutionary politics during and beyond wartime Beijing.
TLA Video & DVD Guide 2005 - David Bleiler 2004-10
A comprehensive critical reference guide for film, video, and DVD discusses both popular movies and
independent and international movies; reviews more than ten thousand films, including films from more
than fifty countries; offers five different indexes--by star, director, theme, genre, and national origin--and
more. Original. 25,000 first printing.
Children of Fortune - Val Wood 2021-11-25
The stunning follow-up to The Lonely Wife from bestselling author Val Wood. 'With fully developed
characters and a compelling story, it's no wonder the author won the Catherine Cookson Prize for Fiction
for her debut... A great choice for a book club' Belfast Telegraph -------------------------------- 1864: Following the
untimely death of her cold-hearted husband, Beatrix and her three children are finally free. While Ambrose
has already determined his path in life, eldest son Laurie's future is less certain. With the responsibility of
the family estate on his shoulders, Laurie must decide between staying in Yorkshire to farm the family land
and following his dreams. Meanwhile, headstrong and independent Alicia is defying expectation and
excelling at school. There she befriends the enigmatic Olivia Snowdon and they quickly become
inseparable. But Olivia's past is shrouded in mystery and as the two families grow closer, secrets start to
come tumbling out... A powerful story of family ties, long-held secrets and the fleeting days of childhood. ------------------------------- Praise for Val Wood: 'A heart-warming story filled with compelling action' Rosie
Goodwin 'Hull's answer to Catherine Cookson' BBC Radio 4's Front Row 'Wonderfully fully-fleshed
characters are the mainstay of [Val Wood's] stories' Peterborough Telegraph Readers are loving Children of
Fortune: ***** 'Excellent story, great characters bounding with interest from start to finish. Strongly
recommend' ***** 'Another excellent book from Val Wood and cannot wait for the next one' ***** 'Val Wood
never fails to keep me interested in her books, I love them'
The Runaway Children: Gripping and Heartbreaking Historical Fiction - Sandy Taylor 2017-12-08
It is a gripping and heartbreaking historical fiction about love, friendship and fight for survival during the
war.
The Runaway Wife - Dee MacDonald 2018-04-24
A Wedding at Mulberry Lane - Rosie Clarke 2017-12-01
Love, marriage, birth, death and betrayal in the East End of London make up life in Mulberry Lane, perfect
for fans of Nadine Dorries, Cathy Sharp and Donna Douglas. Maureen Jackson knew life as a trainee nurse
wouldn't be easy, but she didn't expect her hospital to be badly bombed on her first shift. Plus Maureen still
has her family and friends in Mulberry Lane to keep her busy – she's needed as much there as she is by her
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patients. Running the pub on the corner of Mulberry Lane, Peggy Ashley is used to taking in all sorts of
waifs and strays. But the arrival of a dashing American captain has got tongues wagging about Mulberry
Lane's favourite landlady... Janet Ashley's husband is back from the frontline. Which is more than so many
of the wives of Mulberry Lane. But her beloved Mike is a completely different man from the one she fell in
love with – and what's more he doesn't remember her, or their young daughter. How do you cope when
your darling husband is a virtual stranger? As WW2 continues around them, the women of Mulberry Lane
know that community spirit and friendship is the key to surviving the Blitz. A WEDDING AT MULBERRY
LANE is the second book in the riveting and heart-breaking Mulberry Lane series from Rosie Clarke. Order
the next book, MOTHERS OF MULBERRY LANE, out July 2018.
Lizzie's Secret - Rosie Clarke 2016-04-01
LONDON 1938. A gritty, heart-warming and wholesome drama about two girls united in friendship and
tested in love. Perfect for the fans of Katie Flynn and Nadine Dorries. Lizzie Larch is a twenty-year-old
hatmaker in London's East End. She is happy and popular, but she carries a secret. Seven years ago she
was viciously attacked and recovered in a private sanatorium where she miscarried a child. Lizzie has no
memory of the night of the attack, but secrets cannot stay secret for long. When she starts courting her
boss's nephew, shocking revelations surface, and threaten to destroy their new found happiness. Set in the
East End of London at the dawn of World War II, Lizzie's Secret is about how ordinary people learn to
survive – and triumph – through hardship and tragedy. Can't wait for the sequel? LIZZIE'S WAR is out now!
Search: 9781784977160. What readers are saying about LIZZIE'S SECRET: 'Fantastic read, couldn't put it
down from beginning to end' 'Beautifully written and a thoroughly enjoyable read' 'A brilliant story' 'Had
me in tears' 'A really lovely book that you won't put down once you've started' 'A very moving story' 'Well
written and a gripping novel that you won't be able to put down'
STARZ Spartacus - Antony Augoustakis 2016-11-16
Gladiator, rebel slave leader, revolutionary: the figure of Spartacus frequently serves as an icon of
resistance against oppression in modern political movements, while his legend has inspired numerous
receptions over the centuries in many different media. With its visually excessive style of graphic sex and
CGI-enhanced violence, the four seasons of the premium cable television series STARZ Spartacus tells the
story of the historical Thracian gladiator who led a slave uprising against the Roman Republican army from
73 to 71 BC. STARZ Spartacus: Reimagining an Icon on Screen is the first scholarly volume to explore the
entirety of this critically acclaimed and commercially successful drama series. This new volume brings
together pioneering and provocative essays written by an international cast of leading classical scholars
and experienced media critics. Turning a sharp eye on the series' historical framework, visual and narrative
style, thematic overtones, and interaction with contemporary popular culture, this volume also engages
with the authenticity of the production and considers its place in the tradition of epic films and television
series set in ancient Rome. At once both erudite and entertaining, STARZ Spartacus: Reimagining an Icon
on Screen is an invaluable resource for both students and scholars eager to confront a new Spartacus, as
the hero of the slave revolt is recast for a twenty-first century audience.
Run Away - Harlan Coben 2019-03-19
A perfect family is shattered when their daughter goes missing in this "brilliantly executed" New York
Times bestselling thriller from a "master storyteller" (Providence Sunday Journal). You've lost your
daughter. She's addicted to drugs and to an abusive boyfriend. And she's made it clear that she doesn't
want to be found. Then, by chance, you see her playing guitar in Central Park. But she's not the girl you
remember. This woman is living on the edge, frightened, and clearly in trouble. You don't stop to think. You
approach her, beg her to come home. She runs. And you do the only thing a parent can do: you follow her
into a dark and dangerous world you never knew existed. Before you know it, both your family and your life
are on the line. And in order to protect your daughter from the evils of that world, you must face them head
on.
PowerHouse - Chelsea Camaron 2018-02-20
No one denies me. Especially her. She dismissed me. That was her first mistake. She thought I was a nice
guy. That was her second. She had hope. That was the final straw. I am Onyx Blake. I’m a powerhouse in an
ugly underworld only found in her nightmares. She’s going to learn quickly, I’m not the man to let anything
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go … Including her. Authors Chelsea Camaron and Ryan Michele team up to push beyond the boundaries,
crossing a line into a deep, dangerous, and forbidden world. One where no one escapes, even if they beg to.
This is the Power Chain Series – a four book series of interconnected stand-alone romances. Reading Order:
Power Chain PowerHouse Power Player PowerLess OverPowered
The Club - Takis Würger 2019-03-12
“Wildly entertaining . . . as it unfolds, brutal truths about class and gender and violence emerge, take hold
and shudder through the novel’s final pages.” —Megan Abbott, national bestselling author As a boy, Hans
Stichler enjoys a fable-like childhood among the rolling hills and forests of North Germany, living an idyll
that seems uninterruptable—until two disasters change his life forever. He falls into the guardianship of his
eccentric English aunt Alex, who invites him to come to university at Cambridge, where she teaches art
history. Alex will ensure his application to St. John’s College is accepted, but in return Hans must help her
investigate a secretive Cambridge institution known as the Pitt Club. The Club has existed at Cambridge for
centuries, its long legacy of tradition, privilege, and decadence largely unquestioned. As Hans makes his
best efforts to prove Club material, including training for the university boxing team, he is drawn into a
glamorous world of debauchery and macho solidarity. And when he falls in love with fellow student
Charlotte, the stakes of his deception are raised. For there are dark secrets in the Club’s history, as well as
in its present—and Hans soon finds himself in the inner sanctum of a dangerous institution, forced to
grapple with the notion that sometimes one must do wrong to do right. “The Club starts out as a poignant
coming-of-age tale and then morphs into an intelligent, fast-paced thriller that scrutinizes class divides and
gender imbalance.” —Minneapolis Star Tribune “A timely, beautifully paced novel about class and prestige
in the #MeToo era.” —Booklist
Goodnight Moon - Margaret Wise Brown 2016-11-08
In this classic of children's literature, beloved by generations of readers and listeners, the quiet poetry of
the words and the gentle, lulling illustrations combine to make a perfect book for the end of the day. In a
great green room, tucked away in bed, is a little bunny. "Goodnight room, goodnight moon." And to all the
familiar things in the softly lit room—to the picture of the three little bears sitting on chairs, to the clocks
and his socks, to the mittens and the kittens, to everything one by one—the little bunny says goodnight. One
of the most beloved books of all time, Goodnight Moon is a must for every bookshelf and a time-honored gift
for baby showers and other special events.
The Graft - Martina Cole 2005-06-20
Success comes at a deadly price... THE GRAFT by the 'undisputed queen of crime writing' (Guardian) and
Sunday Times No.1 bestseller Martina Cole is an unflinching novel that exposes a world that many would
rather ignore... When Nick Leary hears the sound of an intruder's footsteps downstairs one night,
something inside him snaps. The thought of losing his beautiful wife and sons, their luxurious home and
possessions, everything he's grafted for, pushes him to attack. But this single act sets in motion something
way beyond Nick's control. He's picked the wrong fight this time, and now it's too late to go back... For
more novels that will take you deep into the dark and dangerous criminal underworld, check out Martina
Cole's THE BUSINESS, THE LIFE and REVENGE
The Work Wife - Alison B. Hart 2022-07-19
“A page-turner, an eye-opener, a heartbreaker, a delight, The Work Wife is that rare book that illuminates a
world we never knew existed while also making us feel so much less alone in everyday life.” —Julia Phillips,
author of National Book Award finalist Disappearing Earth “The Work Wife is a bold and wholly satisfying
novel about power, ambition, and the price women must often pay for their dreams. I gobbled it up.”
—Emma Straub, New York Times bestselling author of All Adults Here Zanne Klein never planned to be a
personal assistant to Hollywood royalty Ted and Holly Stabler. But a decade in at thirty-eight, that's exactly
how she spends her days, earning six figures to make sure the movie mogul and his family have everything
they could ever dream of and more. However, today is no ordinary day at the Stabler estate. Tonight,
everyone who's anyone will be there for the Hollywood event of the season, and if the party’s a success,
that chief of staff job Zanne's been chasing may soon be hers. Which means she can buy a house, give her
girlfriend the life she deserves, pay off her student loans. Nothing's going to get in Zanne’s way—not
disgruntled staff, not a nosy reporter, not even a runaway hostess. But when Ted’s former business partner,
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Phoebe Lee, unexpectedly shows up right before go time, Zanne suddenly has a catastrophe unfolding
before her—one with explosive consequences. As the truth comes out and Zanne realizes how deeply
entangled she's become in the Stablers' world, she must decide if the sacrifices she's made for the job are
worth the moral price she has to pay. Told over the course of a single day and from three fierce
perspectives, The Work Wife is a richly observed novel about female ambition, complicity, privilege and
what happens when the brightest of stars aren't allowed to shine.
Falling Glass - Adrian McKinty 2021-04-27
Richard Coulter is a man who has everything. His beautiful new wife is pregnant, his upstart airline is
undercutting the competition and moving from strength to strength, his diversification into the casino
business in Macau has been successful, and his fabulous Art Deco house on an Irish cliff top has just been
featured in Architectural Digest. But then, for some reason, his ex-wife Rachel doesn’t keep her side of the
custody agreement and vanishes off the face of the earth with Richard’s two daughters. Richard hires
Killian, a formidable ex-enforcer for the IRA, to track her down before Rachel, a recovering drug addict,
harms herself or the girls. As Killian follows Rachel’s trail, he begins to see that there is a lot more to this
case than first meets the eye and that a thirty-year-old secret is going to put all of them in terrible danger.
McKinty is at his continent-hopping, well-paced, evocative best in this thriller, moving between his native
Ireland and distant cities within a skin-of-his-teeth timeframe.
Dominik - S. F. Draven 2020-04-02
How far will she take a story before it gets her killed? Katerina Auclair is a young journalist who is looking
for her next big break; the story of a lifetime. She ventures off to Moscow to follow up on a story for work,
but there she meets an enticing stranger by the name of Dominik Volkov. Katerina learns a dark secret
about this mysterious man she just met and it's not long before she realizes that her curiosity is going to get
her killed. Dominik is a high-profile crime boss who maintains his global image on the surface, but deep
down he's got a lot more blood on his hands than he can handle. Katerina and Dominik find themselves
enraptured by each other, and Katerina learns that she's been harboring the darkness within her all along.
Her headstrong, naive, yet clever stream of thought has no idea how to break this story down and it's
taking a toll on the monster she's becoming. In a world where Katerina just wanted to understand the inner
workings of Dominik's mind, she lost the better part of herself, and now she's just as bad as he is. Will
Katerina be able to make it out before Dominik destroys her and everything she's come to love? Or will this
be the end of her days as she knows it?
The Convict's Wife - Libby Ashworth 2022-01-20
Can she keep her family together? When Molly Holden’s husband, Thomas, is convicted in 1812 of being a
Luddite on the word of a secret informer, he is sentenced to be transported to Australia. Left with their
baby daughter, Molly must find work to survive. But the man who informed on Thomas is a former suitor of
Molly’s, and Isaac believes that with Thomas out of the way she will return to him... Yet Molly is determined
to join her husband and find a way to pay for passage, all the while trying to stay one step ahead of Isaac’s
nefarious interferences. But will it be enough to cross the ocean and be reunited with her beloved Thomas?
Based on real events, this is an inspiring Lancashire saga of one woman’s journey of love, family and
survival. Perfect for fans of Dilly Court, Kitty Neale and June Francis.
The Runaway - Audrey Reimann 2017-09-21
Will he ever find what he's looking for? Oliver Wainwright is still a boy when he first sets eyes on the fair,
delicate Florence – the aristocratic granddaughter of Sir Philip Oldfield. And, determined never to be a
servant or follow in his father’s footsteps as a quarry worker on the Oldfield estate, he runs away to
Middlefield, that very day. Slowly but surely, he sets about becoming a man of property and a cotton
industry king. He works single-mindedly to achieve his ambition – until he meets Rosie, a married mill hand
who distracts him with her dark, warm beauty. Has Oliver finally found what he really wanted all along? Set
against a background of the Lancashire/Cheshire cotton industry, The Runaway is a magnificent saga of a
young man’s rise to power, his passion and poverty, feuds and triumphs and the two very different women
who shape his life.
Arkansas/Arkansaw - Brooks Blevins 2009-09-01
What do Scott Joplin, John Grisham, Gen. Douglas MacArthur, Maya Angelou, Brooks Robinson, Helen
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Gurley Brown, Johnny Cash, Alan Ladd, and Sonny Boy Williamson have in common? They’re all Arkansans.
What do hillbillies, rednecks, slow trains, bare feet, moonshine, and double-wides have in common? For
many in America these represent Arkansas more than any Arkansas success stories do. In 1931 H. L.
Mencken described AR (not AK, folks) as the “apex of moronia.” While, in 1942 a Time magazine article
said Arkansas had “developed a mass inferiority complex unique in American history.” Arkansas/Arkansaw
is the first book to explain how Arkansas’s image began and how the popular culture stereotypes have been
perpetuated and altered through succeeding generations. Brooks Blevins argues that the image has not
always been a bad one. He discusses travel accounts, literature, radio programs, movies, and television
shows that give a very positive image of the Natural State. From territorial accounts of the Creole
inhabitants of the Mississippi River Valley to national derision of the state’s triple-wide governor’s mansion
to Li’l Abner, the Beverly Hillbillies, and Slingblade, Blevins leads readers on an entertaining and insightful
tour through more than two centuries of the idea of Arkansas. One discovers along the way how one state
becomes simultaneously a punch line and a source of admiration for progressives and social critics alike.
Winner, 2011 Ragsdale Award
Hidden: A Gritty Hardboiled Serial Killer Thriller (Ash Park #5) - Meghan O'Flynn 2017-05-17
FROM THE BESTSELLING AUTHOR OF FAMISHED A gruesome crime. A vicious predator. And a detective
on the verge of losing everything. “Creepy and haunting...a fully immersive thriller.” ~NY Times bestselling
author Andra Watkins “Riveting, horrifying, and devastating, Hidden is a book you will not soon forget.”
~Kristen Mae, bestselling author of Red Water HE’S BACK. Detective Edward Petrosky has always felt the
pain of the world like a razor blade in his gut, even more so when he considers the killers who have escaped
conviction. But he can’t let that stop him, not after a grandmother is found murdered on her front lawn, the
victim of some machete-wielding psycho. The case is strange from the outset: no one heard a thing despite
the public nature of the crime. An unknown child’s footprints cover the property without a trace of the kid.
And a grisly discovery in the basement has the entire police force stunned. Nothing makes sense. Whatever
secrets their victim had, she’d taken them, quietly, to her grave. But when another woman’s corpse turns
up with a familiar brand on her ribcage, Petrosky realizes the horrible truth: a killer he’d thought was long
gone from Ash Park has remained, lurking in their midst. And who knows how many victims this butcher
has collected? For those he’s kidnapped, any day might be their last, imprisoned, unseen, with only their
screams and a deranged lunatic for company. Now Petrosky must risk everything he holds sacred to track
the most sadistic killer Ash Park has ever seen, a man whose thirst for carnage extends far beyond mere
bloodletting. But saving innocent lives will require an unbearable sacrifice. One from which he may never
recover. Hidden is the emotional fourth book in the hair-raising Ash Park series. If you like Blake Crouch,
Dean Koontz, or Paula Hawkins, you’ll love Ash Park.
The Runaway Wife - Rosie Clarke 2018-02-01
Love, marriage, obsession, betrayal and treachery in 1920's London - a powerful and gritty saga perfect for
fans of Kitty Neale, Josephine Cox and Rosie Goodwin. The hedonism of London in the roaring '20's is a
world away from Annabel Tarleton's ordinary country existence. Until a chance meeting with the charming
Richard Hansen at a society ball changes her life for ever. Swept off her feet by the dashing Richard, and
his renowned fortune, Annabel soon realises all that all that glitters isn't gold. Her bid for freedom has
come at a terrible price and she finds herself trapped inside a marriage that behind closed doors is cruel
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and brutal. Annabel has no choice but to flee, and will do everything to save herself, and her unborn baby,
from destitution. But the very rich and very powerful expect to get what they want - and Richard wants only
one thing - Annabel... What readers are saying: 'A historical story of love, marriage and obsession, based in
a time which I knew little of. Would definitely recommend!' Stardust Book Reviews. 'A lovely historical saga
set in the 1920s' Chells and Books. 'An exceptionally well-written novel, true to the period with a wide
variety of characters from all walks of life and encompassing all the ups and downs of daily life as well as
looking at the wider picture' Good 'N' Ready.
A Shilling for a Wife - Emma Hornby 2016-11-03
**Don't miss Emma Hornby's brilliant first WWII saga, HER WARTIME SECRET - available now** --------------------------- The bestselling debut saga novel of 2017. Powerful, absorbing storytelling that fans of sagas by
Dilly Court, Rosie Goodwin and Maggie Hope will adore. Sally Swann thought life couldn't get much worse.
Then a single coin changed hands. A dismal cottage in the heart of Bolton, Lancashire, has been Sally's
prison since Joseph Goden 'bought' her from the workhouse as his wife. A drunkard and bully, Joseph rules
her with a rod of iron, using fists and threats to keep her in check. When Sally gives birth, however, she
knows she must do anything to save her child from her husband's clutches. She manages to escape, and
taking her baby, flees for the belching chimneys of Manchester, in search of her only relative. But with the
threat of discovery by Joseph, who will stop at nothing to find her, Sally must fight with every ounce of
strength she has to protect herself and her son, and finally be with the man who truly loves her. For a fresh
start does not come without a price . . . ---------------------------- Readers love Emma Hornby: 'Similar to Rosie
Goodwin and Dilly Court, Emma Hornby tells a brilliant story that will keep you guessing with twists and
turns. Pure talent.' 'Emma Hornby's books just keep getting better and better. Honest, gritty, lovely
characters.' 'Keep writing Emma, you are very talented and can't wait for your next book. I've read them
all.' 'Emma is a wonderful storyteller and I can't wait for the next one!' 'Thank you again Emma Hornby for
a captivating read' 'Another beautifully written story by Emma Hornby'
Jessie's Promise - Rosie Clarke 2017-02-01
From the bestselling author of LIZZIE'S SECRET and LIZZIE'S WAR, a story about a resilient, strong
woman surviving adversity post World War 1. DEVON 1918. When Jessie Hale loses her nursing job at the
end of the First World War, she leaves London to become the nurse maid to the Kendle family in Devon. On
arrival she finds the family in disarray. Captain Kendle is a loving father but is traumatised by the war and
kept at arm's length by his frosty wife. When their elderly Nanny suffers a bad fall, Jessie has to try to bring
the household together. Gradually Jessie finds her place in their lives, becoming devoted to Captain
Kendle's lively son Jack, his lovely, but quiet daughter Catherine, as well his invalid Mother. Jessie soon
starts to love her life at Kendlebury Hall, but problems arise when her feelings for her employer start to
change... What people are saying about JESSIE'S PROMISE: 'A beautiful story very well written' 'I quickly
got drawn into this book, the description made me realise how tough life in service was' 'Jessie's Promise is
a book that HAS to be devoured this year'
Her Perfect Life - Vicki Hinze 2006
It's been six years since U.S. Air Force pilot Katie Slater was shot down over Iraq and taken prisoner. Now,
Katie is back home--only it's not home anymore and her perfect life has become a total mystery. Includes
bonus features. Original.
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